C HAPTER 5

"I like work. It fascinates me. I sit and
stare at it for hours."
-Oscar Wilde
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Introduction

Life in an office setting may not be what you were
or are used to, and it may be more than you bargained for. Life in the office is tough: there are
other individuals to consider, schedules to keep
(even if none are imposed upon you, it is good to
have one for your own benefit and effectiveness),
and expectations of performance to meet. However, there is good news and great work that can
and will be done given the right considerations.

You may and will feel bombarded at first!

However, if you handle yourself well in the office,
you will:
enhance your ministry,
build credibility,
foster trust,
garner support

of the people with which you work and those
whom you serve.
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C HAPTER 5 S ECTION 2

Bare Necessities

The Bare Necessities
Develop a good work ethic.
Get things done. Plain and simple.
Be serious enough about your position to be diligent. Whether you are in a highly professional atmosphere or serve in a laid back, unstructured environment, be the one to set the tone of hard
work. Ministry is cooperative and collaborative
in many ways, but take the solo initiative to give
the work of youth ministry your best at all times.
Even as a student minister, or the youth “dierector,” you can set the pace and be an example to

the rest of the staff and to the congregation.
Don’t perpetuate the stereotype placed, sometimes deservedly, on youth pastors. Step up your
level of ministry, and work hard.

“I went past the field of the sluggard, past the
vineyard of the man who lacks judgment; thorns
had come up everywhere, the ground was covered with weeds, and the stone wall was in ruins. I applied my heart to what I observed and
learned a lesson from what I saw: A little sleep,
a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to
rest- and poverty will come on you like a bandit
and scarcity like an armed man.”
Proverbs 24:30-34

“Lazy hands make a man poor, but diligent
hands bring wealth.”
Proverbs 10:4
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Work hard and be efficient.
“Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart,
as working for the Lord, not for men, since you
know that you will receive an inheritance from
the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you
are serving.”
Colossians 3:23-24

The Lord is worthy of our
best, don’t you think?
Go to work with that in mind. Spend adequate
time on necessary tasks, the urgent, and the most
important tasks of ministry, i.e. people, study,
etc… Avoid filling your day with meaningless
tasks, even if they are fun. They can sometimes
impede your productivity and keep you from
maximizing your time in the office and throughout your day.
If you don’t get the pressing, urgent tasks done,
you will run out of time to really connect with people or invest in them at all. Or, by not working
hard when you have the chance, you will throw
the rest of your schedule off and disrupt the

proper allotment of time to God, your spouse,
your family, etc.

Get your stuff done early in the week to give you a
margin in your schedule that you can then fill
with the important tasks of ministry first, and
then the things that you enjoy, but don’t really
pertain to your priorities and responsibilities.

Getting to the urgent tasks quickly will free up
time for you to focus on the important primary
priorities you have established in your life and
work.

Present yourself professionally
within your context.

It might be better to say “present yourself professionally above your context” in some situations. It
can’t hurt in the eyes of your congregation.

Getting to the office late everyday or even on a
regular basis may not speak well to others and
can affect the morale of the office staff with which
you work.
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Be on time. Be consistent.
Be present in the life and workings of the office in
which you work. Also, do your best to present
yourself well in the way that you dress. You don’t
have to buy expensive clothes or wear a suit (unless required), but you should always look as if
you have given thought to your appearance.
While it may be appropriate to wear a T-shirt and
shorts considering what you have to do on a certain day, try not to make a habit of it. Days at
camp are not the same as office or meeting days.
While you do need to relate to your students, remember that you are also ministering to adults,
students’ parents, your workers, etc. Whether we
like it or not, people notice what we wear and
draw their own conclusions.

Always act ethically.
Be ethical in handling money, in interacting with
other office staff, and in interacting with students
and other adults. Follow guidelines that are not
only legal, but also upright spiritually. Doing so
will help you safeguard against ending up in a

tough moral spot with a student, co-worker, or
volunteer. It may even keep you from getting
mixed up in something illegal.

Guard against emotional manipulation and physical temptation by making a habit of walking uprightly at all times.
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C HAPTER 5 S ECTION 3

The Checklist

Want to present yourself professionally?

Check yourself in the following areas:
-The hours you keep
-The way you dress
-The way you interact with students
Be careful to handle yourself as an adult and not a
teenager. Establish boundaries and let others see
a clear difference between you and your students.

Clearly think through the boundaries
related in the following ways:

•The way you interact with students

•Whether single or married, seasoned or start-up,
handle yourself appropriately with other adults.
•The way you talk to others

•The way you work with others

•The overall commitment you show to the organization

•If you are verbally knocking the pastor or the direction of the church or your attendance expresses lack of commitment, then straighten up
or move on. You need to be unified with the direction of the organization. Other will see this and
respond accordingly.
•The way you plan

•Plan well. In everything from educational strategy and content to your summer camp or fall retreat, you must plan well. Be thorough in planning, follow-through, implementation, and
follow-up.
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•The quality of the work you put out
•Don’t settle for less than the best you can produce on the budget you have, even if it means
learning some new technology or a bit of design
theory. Learn what you need to learn to turn out
quality work.
•The manner in which you communicate
•Be clear with your volunteers, other staff, students, and parents. No matter how much you
communicate, people will remember very little.
•Therefore, find as many ways as you can to communicate an idea or direction or decision and use
them all. Make sure all of your communication is
clear, gives all the details, is consistent across the
board, and is in line with the communication in
your church.
•If your church does a poor job of communicating, be the one to help change that culture. Use all
means at your disposal to communicate clearly,
early, often, and adequately.You may have the
fresh insight, energy, and innovation to bring

about a change in the way in which your church
communications effectively and consistently.

Good Communication Practices

-Weekly newsletter- Put your upcoming items of interest down on paper
weekly for all to see.

-Weekly e-newsletter/email blast- Create
email distribution lists for parents and students.
Obtain e-mail addresses of parents at work and
home. The key here is to maintain current lists.
Email addresses can change often, especially with
students.

-Text messages, there are various apps, and
group practices related to this medium. Make
sure you have a clear boundary, guideline, and
consistent practice. People love being kept in the
know through their phones. People are frustrated
when they are over-texted.
-Social networking sites
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-Snail mail and handouts for event promotional and registration pieces
-Sign ups and promotional posters or flyers
in your area and other places in the church
-Phone calls inviting students to participate
-Quarterly or yearly Calendar
-Summer Calendar- digital and/or printable.
Send this out in the spring so parents have time
to plan around vacation and other summer opportunities for their families. Make this look different from normal promotional items. Use a bigger
format to draw attention. Remember to include
all events well before the summer starts. This
will build momentum and excitement even before
the summer arrives.
-Church wide newsletter or worship guide/
bulletin
-Announcement slides in your area or other areas, including the worship service-Church sign
people walk and drive by your church, make sure
they read something relevant to what you are
about.

-Church web site, even an outdated site can be
made relevant by having fresh and weekly information. Content trumps design every time.

-Downloadable forms and flyers, if you were
making digital ones for print take the extra step
and upload the digital file for easy and convenient
access.

Follow through on projects.
Do what you say you will. Don’t plan a bunch of
events and then bail on them. Don’t pledge your
help with no intention of following through. Do
your work and don’t expect someone else to take
up your slack.

Willingness to flex.
Remember the big picture of ministry. Your area
is not the only area that exists. Your activity or inactivity affects the larger whole. Be mindful of
this.

Willingness to participate with other staff
members as well as church members.
Sometimes it is easy to become an island in our
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ministry. You might feel threatened by the ability,
success, or creativity of other staff members.
Don’t be.
This attitude is petty and unprofessional. Fight
the tendency to make ministry and your involvement as a part of the church and church staff all
about you. You alone are not the church or the
church staff. Guard yourself in this area.
The manner in which you present yourself
in public.
The way you present yourself to outsiders will
make or break your ministry to them and to the
community. It is important you remember this as
you interact with those in your community.
The manner in which you handle money.
This can undo your ministry, effectiveness, and
credibility. Do everything you can to put your
best foot forward. Be professional and disciplined
in the area of finances.
Budget well. Spend wisely. Steward effectively.
Don’t let something so material interfere with the
most important spiritual, eternal results.
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C HAPTER 5 S ECTION 4

Budgeting: Money and Time

Budgeting
Careful budgeting will help you experience a successful office life. You can always do a better job
of budgeting your time and money, no matter
how long you’ve been at it. Continually seek to improve the effectiveness with which you operate.
Complacency breeds error. Budget effectively.
Budgeting Finances
The way that you budget financial matters can either set you up for success or create issues for you
in your ministry. Make sure that you know your
church’s financial policies and procedures and
carry them out effectively.

Create a reasonable budget.
This takes a lot of wise council from those in the
church and from trusted friends in ministry that
understand the balance and prioritization of such
things. Ask questions. Learn much.

Budget according to purpose.
If your aim is to disciple students to become
“disciplers” or to develop students into evangelists, then your budget should not mainly be spent
on gadgets or on soda pop for Wednesday nights.

A ministry aimed at students growing in their
walk may not want to spend a quarter of the
yearly budget on donuts for Sunday mornings. If
hospitality is paramount, and you need to give
kids breakfast, then “Hot Donuts Now!” Otherwise, find other, more creative ways to plan for
breakfast or brunch every Sunday and focus your
budget on fulfilling philosophy and strategy.

Manage your finances well.
If you need help managing budget, get help!
Don’t just sit idly by and not get the help you
need in order to effectively manage your budget.
Find a volunteer who is gifted in all things finan-
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cial. Ask your pastor, administrator, or another
friend in ministry to help you know how to manage money. It is okay not to have the mind of a financier. God called you to minister in the way that
you are gifted to minister.
You don’t have to be a banker, but, in most circumstances, the church in which you serve will expect you to know how to effectively administer
your budget.
Act in a timely manner.
Don’t let financial matters just sit. Take care of
deposits, accounts, and requests early and
quickly.
Your church financial people will thank you and
you will thank yourself. Friend wisdom would tell
you that the longer you wait to work on finances
the bigger and more difficult the stack becomes to
tackle. Just as budgeting financial resources is important, so is budgeting time.
Budgeting Your Time
You really need to create a daily, weekly, and
monthly work schedule in order to line out priority tasks, urgent tasks, and ongoing items of man-

agement and leadership. For a blank weekly work
schedule form, check out skopos.org

Sample Weekly Work Schedule:
Monday

Administration Day:
Sunday clean up and follow up

Check records and submit them
(If you don’t do it on Sunday.)
Write thank you notes

Send decision follow up notes or letters

Make calls related to decision follow up

Send encouragement messages

Submit financial or check requests.

Turn in or organize receipts from the
weekend or the previous week.

Return equipment to appropriate areas.
Replenish class supplies.
Update class rosters.
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Send out email to volunteers.
Set up appointments and
coordinate schedules with an assistant,
other staff, or volunteers.
Recap the weekend and look ahead.

Tuesday
Preparation and Meeting Day
Create publications for print
Wednesday Bible Study Prep time
Meeting prep:
Volunteer/Student Leadership
Committees Etc…
Spend some time with students

Wednesday
Worship and Prayer Day
Mid week program set up (if applicable)
Final prep. for Bible Study
Pray for Students and Leaders
Sunday Lesson Preparation

Thursday
Looking Forward Day:

Friday

Final preparation for Sunday morning
and/or evening
Read and Research

Advance Plan or Connect with workers

Follow up from Wednesday night if
needed

Work on details for upcoming youth
events

Work on strategy and evaluation

Schedule lunch with a volunteer

Spend time with students after school

Day Of Rest

If you do not have a day off, use this time to make
sure everything is in place for Sunday morning
and to set up your area(s).

If this is not possible because of facility usage,
consider how your time will be best spent in the
office.
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•Spend more time preparing for upcoming weeks
•Enhance promotional tools
•Schedule relational time with students
•Give attention to planning and strategy
•Develop your systems more thoroughly

Of course, this sample office schedule does not include hospital visits, other staff requirements,
meetings, home visits, emergencies, youth events,
extra week night youth activities, class or small
group activities, or things that just come up at different times of the year.
It is a general guide with some ideas about how to
structure your week, but your schedule will
change to match your particular situation.
Structuring your week and budgeting your time
will allow you to focus on important tasks, handle
the urgent tasks, look ahead in planning, and fulfill relational needs.

When you budget your time effectively and realistically, you can allow yourself time to work ON
the ministry rather than always working IN the
ministry. This will make you more effective in
the long run.

You may want to view your tasks in blocks of time
like daily, weekly, or monthly. Here’s an example

Daily/Weekly Tasks:
theDaily

-Return phone calls and emails (Monday might require more time on this due to the weekend build
up)

-Follow your established work schedule (if you
don’t have one the work towards one!)

- Spend time in personal study and prayer

theWeekly

-Turn in records from previous Sunday

-Visit or contact guests from previous week’s services or from decisions made that week
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-Reconcile event finances or weekly/monthly
budget expenditures
-Weekly lesson prep for Sunday morning and
night (when applicable)
-Weekly message preparation for Wednesday
night
-Weekly Volunteer meeting preparation
-Weekly Staff Meeting and staff meeting preparation
-Clean up your mess. (The van, the youth room,
the fellowship hall, the youth section of the auditorium, etc… Do not set yourself up for criticism
and frustration by not finishing the job)
-Plan visitation with students
-Complete staff assignments you may have been
given
-Event planning for upcoming events
-Other tasks that change from season to season
depending on the ministry’s and the church’s programming

You can quickly see, and have surely felt that
there is more than enough to fill up your office
hours each week. This does not include the addition of ministry to parents, helping other ministries, and whatever else the pastor or your supervisor might throw your way.

Balancing all of these things can be difficult, especially when you are prioritizing your walk with
Christ and your family above work.

This is why it is so important to schedule your
work week, so that you are intentionally focusing
on the important and adequately handling and
completing the urgent tasks of ministry.
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Working With Other Staff

Working with other staff members. No
truer joy or greater sorrow has befallen a
youth pastor.
Treat other staff members with respect and realize that yours is neither the sole nor the most difficult ministry in the church.
There is plenty of other quality ministry going on
church-wide.
Remembering this will keep you focused on the
big picture mentally and be reflected in the way
you work with other staff members. Do not be the
one who just concerns themselves with their own
agenda. Be a contributor whenever appropriate

and in ways that do not interfere with the reason
you are on staff.

In short, help, but get your work done. Do not
hold back your expertise in a certain area. Be willing to help other ministries advance. This will go
a long way in your working relationship with
other staff members.

Uphold your end of the bargain.
Nothing will spread discontent faster or cause decline in morale than a member of the team
who does not pull their weight within the organization.

An employer once taught me that when other
team members see one of their own making up
their own rules or abusing the freedom in the
work environment, they begin to disengage and
form negative opinions, causing unhealthy interaction within the team.

The lesson here is to avoid spending noticeable
time on social networking sites, watching video
uploads, talking on the phone on non-business related calls, or playing video games in the youth
room a significant portion of the day. Now, if you
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feel like you need to hit the game stations in order to stay current with your students, then that
might fall under the heading of professional advancement, but you were called to and hired to do
more than unlock video game levels so you can
out play that kid who has been coming on
Wednesday nights.

There is a difference between taking an hour or
two back from a late night event or an extra day
on the front or back end of camp occasionally and
making a habit of going home early or coming in
late everyday to make up for a grueling afterhours schedule.

long you take running errands, how much freedom you take adjusting your schedule on the
front or back end of events or in taking time for
school events and the like. We could use all of
those as excuses never to darken the doors of the
office, but we must find balance and still play our
part within the team.

Others will notice your comings and goings and
develop their own perception of you and your
ministry, whether good or bad.

When you responded to the call and
signed up for student ministry, you were,
in effect, agreeing to the unusual and
sometimes absurd pace and schedule.

Be present for your team.
People will interpret your presence or lack
thereof as a sign of how committed or not committed you are to the team. Also, respect your coworkers’ time and space. Understand them so
you will know when or whether to interrupt their
workflow, look for light banter, or seek to counsel
with them.
They are not there for you to drop in on whenever
you feel like it or to spend absurd amounts of
time chatting with you. Sometimes that kind of
thing will happen, and is fun, but cannot be the
norm. Let people work and be productive, just
like you should be doing.
Be mindful of your free time.
Be careful how you spend your lunch hours, how
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In addition to assisting and respecting the ministries under others’ leadership, make sure you are
taking time to relationally invest with your other
staff.
Nothing goes further to strengthen a team than to
play well together in addition to working well
with one another. You are part of a family. Contribute to the family dynamic by building friendships and deepening connections amongst staff.
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Working With An Assistant

Working with an assistant. It’s a blessing and a
gift and sometimes a challenge (especially if you
are inheriting one).
If you have the privilege of having other staff
within your youth ministry or of having access to
the church administrative staff to assist in ministry tasks, great.
If you don’t, you can use this section and apply it
to volunteers or dream of the day when you too
might enjoy the fruit of the luxury of administrative assistance. Hey who knows you might have
an at-home mom that would love to volunteer
one or two days a week!

Here are some pointers that might
help:
-Build a good rapport with your assistant.
Help them understand how important their
role is in the success of the ministry.

-Show appreciation for your assistant. Tangible
gifts are good accompaniments to praise.

-Give your assistant the tools they need to accomplish the tasks.

-Do not expect too much from your assistant if
you don’t spend the time to train them.

Do not blame someone for their ineffectiveness. If
you have not, as the leader, put systems and tools
in place that will set the stage for their success.

-Give your assistant meaningful work that will
champion them as a vital part of the team.
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Interns- Selecting and Working

Interns are a luxury. If you are in a situation
where interns are allowed and budgeted, you can
really see multiplication of efforts, whether just
for the summer months or year round.
You may want to consider, in the interest of good
stewardship of your time and money, freeing up
some budget dollars to hire help in certain areas.
Some might employ interns for relational ministry, media needs, music, or office work.
Whatever the reason, consider how valuable this
people resource can be to you as you grow your
ministry. It is also important to remember that
you can be creative in how you pay interns or volunteers who may come in to help at different

times. If money is an issue, consider creative
ways to pay your help, and go get help.

When hiring interns, look at the heart, not at the
outward appearance. Capitalize on energy, and
look for spiritual maturity. Choose wisely. Interns won’t be perfect, but should definitely be
seeking the Lord.

Look for interns that will bolster the overall atmosphere you are trying to set and not take away
from the goals or vision God has for this group.

Also, remember that just because a person looks
good, sings well, or has earthly resources does not
mean that they are the best influence on your students. On the other hand, it also does not mean
they won’t do a good job with proper supervision.

If you have multiple interns, it is important to
have a diverse mix of individuals. Look for staff
that will compliment a large variety of students
within the reach of your ministry.
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3 Things to Remember About Interns:
Be Smart
Hire well, and manage effectively.Know your own
leadership capacity. The better you are equipped
to lead the better you will lead them.
Be Safe
Set boundaries. Make sure you are fulfilling
church requirements and expectations with your
intern staffing. Consider policy in deciding how
much freedom to give interns with regards to driving students around, the financial process, spending authority and limits, etc.
Also, be very clear in setting boundaries for your
interns in their interaction with students. Do not
allow interns to date students while employed or
after employment. Do not allow mixed gender socializing after hours unless there is proper supervision, including multiple adults attending of
mixed gender.
Be Clear
Don’t assume that these interns will know how to
do ministry or that they will have a clue as to the
responsibility it truly is to have charge over these

students. Give them all of the tools they will need
in order to be successful. Also, be clear in their
pay and terms of employment (including expected work hours, start and end dates, and performance expectations) upfront so there are no
surprises.

Your expectations need to be set in writing
and include these things:

•Setting daily office hours and a weekly work
schedule.

•Do not leave it up to them. You must establish
the standard and live it out.

•Giving them a weekly event to plan and carry off.
•Setting goals.

•Set goal of student contacts per week per each intern.
•Setting a code of conduct.

•Setting what they can expect.

•Expectations. Be clear in what they can expect
from you in the way you will conduct business,
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their pay, accountability, among others things. Being clear will help you prevent any hurt feelings
and damaged relationships
•Setting the spiritual tone.
Guide interns to love the Lord and instruct them
in godly wisdom. They are there to be molded by
you as well, although they are not your main focus. Include some spiritual emphasis in their intern experience.
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Avoiding Time Wasters

One of the worst mistakes you can make is to get
caught up in time wasters that turn simple tasks
into involved, difficult processes or that just keep
you from being efficient.

Here are some time wasters for you to
guard against:
1. Technology
a. Video games, bettering yourself on Xbox is
not a requirement for ministry.
b. Social networking sites. Check periodically,
not incessantly. Practice restraint.
c. Youtube, Vine, and other social video sites

d.New gadgets (tablets, phones, etc…)

e. Entertainment- Binge watching Netflix or
catching up on latest episodes can really eat
up valuable prep and office time.

f. Conversations The overly small Talk and
empty conversations. Arrange time to visit,
but avoid establishing a pattern of openended talk time everyday. You can waste a
lot of your time and other people’s time just
talking. Be considerate in and responsible
with your leisure talk time.
2. The Non-Urgent

a. Phone calls, emails can really eat time.

b. Plan your calls and other tasks

Develop a system out of taking important calls
over all calls. Only address the most urgent immediately, you will most often know which those
are. Most calls can wait a couple of hours until
you are able to get back with someone.

c. Check email periodically not constantly.
Check it once in the morning and once in
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the afternoon. This will free up at least 2
hours a day.
3. People. Some people can be time-wasters.
Whoa! This is what we are to be about in ministry, isn’t it? Hear me out.
Don’t get caught up in time-draining situations. It’s true! Do not get caught up in timedraining situatios with people when you can, for the
most part, protect your time by governing what conversations you enter into when. You often know
which calls will take an hour and which ones will be
quick. If a person with a habit of time-sucking wants
your attention, schedule a twenty-minute appointment with them at a later date, unless, of course the
matter to be discussed truly is important and requires
more time.
Avoid over-indulging in social time with other
workers, volunteers, or teenagers. Balance your
time and keep good boundaries.
Sometimes you can’t be available for casual time
with others if you hope to be sharp and to be prepared. If this doesn’t sound like wisdom yet then
wait until you have a season where you feel dull.

Now, of course, this does not mean that you
should limit people time in cases of emergency or
those times where ministry to people should take
priority over everything else. If you guard your
time and use it well, you will have the significant
time you need to genuinely connect with people.
Limit your work-week leisure relationship time so
you can have meaningful time for the people who
need it when they need it. Seems cold, but in reality doing this will give you the time you need for
people.

Look at it this way. If you
spend all morning just plunking
around on the computer and put off
your phone calls, emails, and administrative tasks, then you are crunched to get those
things done after lunch as well as getting the
preparation done that you had scheduled for the
afternoon.

You will either cram it all in hastily (creating
lower quality work), work late (interrupting your
home life and personal time), or put it off until
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the next day (creating even more of a bottleneck
for the urgent and the important for days to
come).
Someone then calls and needs a significant block
of time, and you do not have any to give to them,
not to mention the student time you will miss, the
inability you have to flex when you are called on
by other staff, or the time you will forfeit in planning for future ministry. Greg Stier, Dare 2 Share,
points out that, “the majority of those who are
asked to leave their church are asked to do so not
because of moral failure but because of competency issues.”
Learn to operate professionally within your work
place, and you will do yourself many favors in improving the stock others place in your work and
value as a member of the team.
A squandered morning can create many issues.
Unfortunately, youth ministers, and others,
spend too many of these days create ongoing problems in effectiveness, efficiency, and impact. Pay
close attention to how you approach your week.
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Conclusion Study Guide

Office life will go well if you are: thorough, proactive, take initiative, and if you are thoughtful and considerate.
Always give your office-like interaction some forethought and professionalism.
Don’t undo a great philosophy of ministry, strategy, energy, passion, or heart, by slacking off in
the office.
Don’t undo your influence by causing people to
look at you as incapable or lose your influence under a pile of work that should have been done
months ago.

Office life is an often over-looked, but vital, area
for student ministers to master if they hope to
work well with others and be respected in the
church.
Summary
•Work hard and be diligent.

•Have a plan for how your work week will unfold.

•Understand that there are interruptions in schedules, and adjustments can be made.

•Present yourself professionally in all areas from
financial to relational.

•Act promptly and ethically in all things.

•Be considerate in your interaction with other
staff members and with secretarial staff.

•Consider how you might use interns to expand
ministry. If you do, lead with integrity and honesty.

•Avoid time wasters in the office.
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Office Life Study Guide
Would you consider yourself the diligent hands or
the lazy hands mentioned in Proverbs 10:4?

What would you say people’s perception of your
professionalism is? How could you improve that?

Which of the items from the checklist on page
(add in page number) do you think you do really
well? Which areas do you feel like you need to improve in?

How well do you truly communicate on a scale of
1-10?

What methods might you employ or do you already employ to communicate and promote?

What elements might be missing in your communication that you can add?

How would you rate your financial abilities?

Whether or not you feel you are already performing well in this area, how could you sharpen your
skills?

Keep a journal for a selected number of days or
weeks. Check and see where you spend your
time. What did you find?

Create a realistic work week schedule for yourself
and any other individuals under your leadership.

What needs to be added or taken off to improve
ministry?

Write out a potential job description and work
plan for an intern or interns.
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What are the urgent tasks you face each week?

What are the important tasks you need to accomplish?

How might you better organize your time in order
to get to the important because you are more efficient in the urgent?

How do you get along with other staff? List each
staff member and list brief notes on the current
condition of each relationship and how you might
improve it.

What difficulties do you have in working with
other staff members? What potential problems
might there be if you don’t pay attention to you relationship with those fellow staff members?

Do you have an assistant? What meaningful
tasks do they have? How could you maximize
their efforts and thus benefit the ministry most?

If you had an assistant, what would you give them
to do? What tasks would they take on that would
free you up for more productivity?

Is there a creative way you can begin to get help
in these ways? What would it be? What steps
might you take in making this happen?

Identify the three or four time wasters that affect
you the most.

How might you rid your work day of these time
wasters? What boundaries do you need to set up
in order to get rid of them?
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